decisions about spending their money, and also helps merchants improve their products, services, and marketing. Yelp, one of the leading consumer review web sites, alone contains more than 100 million reviews of businesses, with a market capitalization of roughly four billion dollars.
However, the credibility of these reviews is fundamentally undermined when businesses commit review fraud, creating fake reviews for themselves or their competitors. Recent research has reported that one-third of all consumer reviews on the Internet are estimated to be fake [38] . The financial benefits reaped from such fake reviews have even created a market of paid users. They are paid to counterfeit fake reviews either to fabricate hype to promote a business or to tear down competitive products or businesses. This could be collectively identified as opinion fraud or opinion spam.
Opinion fraud detection problem involves finding a fake review among all the reviews on the site. For each review, we have the text, the author (the reviewer to be precise), the product it was written for, the time stamp of posting, and evaluation. Typically, no user profile is available but additional information for products and for reviews are available depending on site. The problem of opinion fraud detection has been addressed by focusing on the review of text information [10, 31] , and by behavioral approaches that utilize the behavior of fake users [18, 19, 24] . The problem has often been approached as a supervised classification problem with two classes, fraud and not-fraud. However, to obtain training data by manually labeling reviews is very hard and ground truth information is often unavailable, which makes training supervised models less attractive for this problem. There has been an increasing interest in the study of unsupervised, general, and network-based approaches, to tackle the opinion fraud detection problem in online review data [1, 16, 24, 30, 36, 39, 42] .
Opinion fraud is often conducted by groups of people [36, 41] , Latent Collusion Model [41] has been proposed to detect the groups as well as detect fraud in online reviews. This model focuses on finding the unique behavioral patterns in the reviews to spot fraudulent users, collaborating for opinion spam. Along with other recent studies [1, 36] , this work serves as an inspiration for us to pursue user behavior for fraud detection.
Consumers on Internet are not buyers or shoppers just for convenience. They communicate with each other, forming so called social networks and build up virtual social interactions by sharing their opinion and experience. Many users on Yelp.com, for example, are connecting online, sharing their opinion and experience of local businesses, favorite types of food, getting together in real life and more. This social networking aspect of Yelp is truly what makes it the useful local guide it is today. Most of the reviews that are posted on the site come from a rich network of people who are connecting and expressing their love of local business and stores. And with over 100+ million reviews to date, more and more people continue to join the network to share their experiences in their own communities.
In this paper, we analyze Yelp users with a slightly deeper perspective of social interaction and study impacts of this social interactive behavior on classification of spammers and non-spammers. We consider features such as the total votes a user has received from public, the total number of followers a user has on Yelp, the total number of friends a user has on Yelp, the total number of pictures a user has posted for various businesses. These features represent how socially active a user is, how a user is more likely to have socially active friends and how a user is more likely to try out new businesses whenever possible. This additional set of social behavioral features about reviewers is used to improve the classification result on real-life opinion spam data.
Yelp uses a filtering algorithm to filter fake or suspicious reviews and puts them in a filtered list. Social interactive behavioral features are analyzed and compared between two user groups: one for a reviewer group whose reviews have been filtered as reviews not thought to be genuine reviews (spam), which we call the "fake review group"; another for the group whose reviews we believe, genuinely evaluate the business or the product (non-spam), which we call the "recommended review group". Among various social interactive features, total number of friends and total number of followers show the most discriminating behaviors to demarcate spammers and non-spammers.
These social behavioral features are used with a neural network to estimate the genuineness of a user. We take Yelp's filtered reviews as a proxy for review fraud and train the neural network for predicting the social activeness. This social activeness is the center of our hypothesis, and a neural network seems to be a good fit for its calculation. Despite its need for a longer training time, a neural network has good convergence rate when it comes to classification problems. We evaluate social activeness of the user as a binary classification output, indicating whether a user is active or inactive. Despite the advantages provided by unsupervised learning, we select a supervised algorithm to evaluate our feature set as we are more focused on determining the characteristics which lead to fraud. As such, the problem has a prerequisite that fraudulent users are known beforehand to determine social interaction features that lead to fraud. We evaluate the features we selected by comparing the performance with other well known feature sets, we inculcate each of our features one after another and observe the changes in the performance metrics such as accuracy, precision, recall and F1 score. With all the given benefits of unsupervised learning, we focus our efforts on supervised learning applied to opinion fraud detection. With supervised learning, we focus on understanding the characteristics of the user which lead to opinion fraud. This perspective has led us to discover this unique social interaction feature set which captures the user-specific information and user's interaction with the platform.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows, section "Related work" presents a literature review of other work carried out in a similar direction. Section "System architecture" provides a detailed overview of our system and discusses the feature sets. Section "Neural networks: an overview" provides a brief explanation on neural networks and how the model is trained, followed by the evaluation of our model in section "Evaluation" and we conclude our work in section "Conclusions".
Related work
Neural networks are widely used for image processing applications such as face recognition and face detection [22, 37, 44] . Also, neural networks are the algorithm of choice when it comes to autonomous driving [34, 35] . They're also used for pattern recognition [33] , atmospheric sciences [12] , electromagnetism [8] , energy systems [20] , etc. The popularity of neural networks is due to the fact that they converge on a varied set of problems, also the fact that they're an imitation of how our brain learns new skills, retains that information for future use and applies it when necessary. Such qualities of a neural network certainly make it an alluring target when it comes to opinion spam detection, which is a crucial problem nowadays, with the rise of the Internet and the number of people voicing their opinions for the general public to know.
Online reviews significantly affect the performance of a business [26] , Luca discovers that a one star increase on Yelp.com review can increase the revenue by 5-9% and these ratings are dependent on the specific restaurant in case of chain restaurants. Furthermore his work analyzes how customers use review information and whether or not that use is similar to popular learning models. A customer's rating for a business is dependent on the average rating of the business and not on the number of friends the customer has. Mayzlin et al. [28] study reviews on popular hotel websites and deduce that neighbor characteristics and own hotel characteristics affect review manipulation. Anderson [2] presents evidence that a majority of deceptive reviews on private websites are negative with a motive to decrease overall sale of the product. Another study [3] documents that approximately 5% of reviews posted on websites are by users who have no records of purchasing that product or anything on that particular website. A meta-analysis on online reviews [11] focuses on understanding the effect of online reviews on retailers' performance and revenue using sales elasticity. An analysis on online review elasticity [43] present that volume and valence elasticity is higher for lesser known products which are sold by a couple of online retailers and that volume elasticity is higher on the product market whereas valence elasticity is higher on community markets. A very recent approach to identify fraud in Yelp reviews addresses the economic incentives for a particular business to conduct review fraud [27] , Luca and Zervas with the help of the information provided by Yelp about one of it's sting operations derive that filtered reviews on Yelp tend to lie on extremes and that a restaurant is more likely to commit review fraud when it's reputation is relatively weak, basically when it has less reviews. They also discover that restaurants that have a chain are less likely to be involved in fraudulent activities and increased competition for a restaurant also increases the number of unfavorable fake reviews. However, they do not consider specific features individual to users in order to detect fraud users and are more centered towards determining the economic incentives for the businesses. Such studies bring to light how crucial is review credibility, making review fraud detection necessary to sustain the online consumer market.
Jindal and Liu [17] with their work on review fraud detection mark the beginning of a different class of problem solving, detecting patterns in online reviews to classify them as genuine/fake. Considering duplicate reviews as spam reviews for training their classifier, they experiment with Naive Bayes classifier obtaining a precision of 4-5% and logistic regression on online reviews from amazon.com. One of their most important insight was the fact that fraud detection not only depends on the features from the review but also from the features obtained from the reviewers. A detailed approach in [18] identifies opinion spam as untruthful reviews, reviews on brand instead of product and advertisements and uses duplicate reviews as spam for classification purposes as well. Jindal et al. [19] further take the approach of fake review detection by considering it similar to web search result spam detection, analyzing reviews from amazon.com to obtain unusual patterns which indicate fraud behavior. They took up a heuristic approach to define the rules that indicate spam behavior in the users, for e.g. if a particular user has been posting only negative reviews for a particular product or brand, that user is considered suspicious and possibly a spammer. They define a set of expected and unexpected rules, their expectations being no relation between the data attributes and classes upon which stronger co-relations are investigated.
Scoring reviews and reviewers [25] is another approach to spam detection wherein Lim et al have considered the average review content similarity of amazon.com reviews and rating spamming by detecting multiple reviews with the same rating from the reviewer. Once such groups are identified, they can be targeted further to identify fake reviewers. Extracting review specific and reviewer specific features [23] such as content similarity, sentiment analysis, rating deviation and brand deviation is a more robust way to identify fake reviews. Li et al. construct a supervised classifier on top of these features to provide a semi-supervised solution to a majority of unlabeled data reaching upto an F1 score of 0.631.
By focusing on detecting spammer groups which target specific products, Mukherjee et al. [29] focus on frequent pattern mining and features of reviewers as individuals and as part of a group to calculate spam indicators and based on that detect spam. A detailed approach [30] which explains the frequent itemset mining used to detect fake review groups and explains the individual and member specific features. Ott et al. [32] take up the approach with supervised models of Naive Bayesian classifier to fraud detection in online reviews. They use n-grams to generate features from reviews and obtain ground truth labels using Amazon Mechanical Turk, delivering an accuracy of about 90%. However, on a platform such as Yelp, review text alone does not suffice in providing information about it being fake or genuine with the growing skills of fraudsters to generate reviews resembling genuine reviews.
With review graphs [39] the method to detect spam reviewers using a heterogeneous graph of product, review and the reviewer proposed by Wang et al turned the direction towards detecting relationships between these three nodes with parameters such as trustworthiness of the reviewers, reliability of the stores and honesty of reviews using the data from resellerratings.com. Akoglu et al. [1] also utilize a heterogeneous graph to determine fake reviewers on Yelp.com, making the framework independent of the domain under consideration they do not utilize review specific features. An extension to their work [36] focuses on the review specific features to improve the performance of the framework. A recent work by Ye and Akoglu [42] focuses on obtaining network footprint score to determine fake reviewers from genuine ones, they identify spam as a group activity instead of an individual activity and classifies spammers based on hierarchical clustering and a network footprint score. This score relies on the fact that real world networks are self similar [4, 6] and on the diversity in a review network. Their approach might be extended with review specific features which provide sentimental analysis and other statistics from the text.
These studies on opinion spam detection certainly point us towards the importance of this problem. However, we identify this problem with a different perspective. It is indeed necessary to determine which reviews are fraudulent reviews, but even more so it is important to identify the characteristics which lead to fraud. With that motivation in mind, we approached this problem in order to identify the distinctive user-specific features that lead us to discover fraud, or opinion spam in other words.
System architecture
The architecture diagram for our framework is shown in Fig. 1 . Our framework consists of three major modules, a data collection module, which gathers the data for the purpose of our study. Data preprocessing module which cleans and transforms the collected data into a suitable form for the third module which is our machine learning engine. In this section we discuss the underlying processes of each of our modules and then take a look over individual features making up our social interaction feature set.
Data collection
As the name suggests, this module performs tasks related to gathering information, from which we derive insights at the end of our data mining cycle. For the purpose of our study, we designed a web crawler using the JSoup framework which starts with the home page of the Yelp website and extracts all links from that page. Once the links have been extracted, the crawler determines whether the link leads to a user page on Yelp or a business page on Yelp and accordingly parses it. Once parsed, the information is stored in a MySQL database for further access.
Data preprocessing
The data that has been collected from the website is not consistent in all cases, there are missing values for particular fields. Especially when a user has deactivated the account on Yelp or the user has been removed from the websites for violating the code of conduct, the reviews written by such users still exist on the business page and while computing we add null values to take care of such reviews. So basically, the users would have a default value of 0 for the respective features that we consider for evaluating whether or not they are fraudulent.
The machine learning algorithm in order to train upon the data needs it to be presented in a particular format, data transformation comes into picture for achieving the desired format. Particularly, in our case the machine learning algorithm is a neural network which accepts m inputs each of which contains n features and then trains upon it. These features contain precomputed values by combining some information from the user page on Yelp. 
Machine learning engine
This module from our framework deals with the various feature sets under consideration and analyzes them in order to obtain insights from it. We consider various combinations of all the features that we gather from the website, the details of these combinations are discussed in further sections. These combinations were used with the neural network to analyze the feature specific impact on the overall performance of the algorithm. As we mentioned earlier, the convergence rate of neural network with classification makes it an attractive choice for our research. We also study the results to obtain insights about the importance of the respective feature in classification. Let us now discuss the user specific social behavioral features we consider for our study,
Social interaction features
In this section we discuss about meticulously evaluated user specific features which we categorize as user social interaction behavior features. Social interaction, in a broader sense indicates the level of activity of the person in a society. In the case of a website such as Yelp, this level of activity can be measured using the number of friends the user has, the interaction with the fellow users in terms of votes, compliments and followers, along with the total number of pictures posted by the user in the reviews for the respective business. We believe that these features define the activeness of a user on Yelp and the activeness in the community for discovering and reviewing various businesses. Furthermore, we investigate whether these features demarcate spammers and non-spammers. This section provides the intuition behind the selection of each feature for the proposed feature set, the reason behind the importance of the feature and its place collectively with the other features.
-Number of friends: Yelp allows users to invite their friends to join Yelp or to make new friends on Yelp. Friendship is a mutual relationship, which means that when a user adds another user as a friend, the first user will automatically be added as a friend of the second user. Users in the fake review group show the characteristics of one-time users [21] in a social network who have never made social connection with other users in the network. -Number of votes from others: Each review is voted by viewers that corresponds to correct information on the businesses review page. Viewers have choices for the review being useful, funny or cool. Voting helps others determine whether or not people should try the business and says "Yes, the review is true to its word" or "it may be okay, but it got some funny things said within it" or "it got things I didnt even know about the location". A genuine user is more likely to have a decent number of votes indicating support from fellow users and general public which agrees with the user's opinion about a particular place. -Photo count: Yelp added a feature to its service that highlights rich content added to the review. Not only are consumers able to write reviews about their experiences with local business, they are also able to upload photos what will now appear directly in-line with their text. A genuine user is more likely upload legitimate photos of the product or business to share real experience.
-Number of compliments: To facilitate conversation on Yelp, the site offers a set of compliments. Users give each other compliments directed either at the person or at their reviews. As communication solicits response, a compliment given is often a compliment returned. By structuring compliments, Yelp can improve its data on members and on businesses. Compliments also help users to be more precise even when they would rather not be. -Number of followers: When a user chooses to follow another user on Yelp, the user will see other users reviews listed first in the default sort order in business pages, and their activities will be listed under the Following tab on own home pages recent activity feed. A genuine user is more likely to have an agreement from fellow users and general public for the user's opinion about a particular place or products. The audience keeps listening to their favored reviewers opinions and will have more chance to be followers.
As we saw for each feature, it provides us with the outline of the user's digital personality. For example, the number of relevant photographs allows us to determine the expressiveness of the user when it comes to the businesses he/she is trying to describe. The number of followers indicates how well written are the reviews and tips, those parameters prove as a standard to evaluate the user's judgment over a particular business. The more the people agreeing with the user's judgment, the more the likelihood of it being true. Correlating these features with our understanding of how a society functions allows us to define proper characteristics that each of these features indicate. The importance of each of these features is evaluated using a bag of decision trees and the results are discussed in a latter section. The results indicate the most important to the least important feature for classifying spam.
User behavior features
We evaluate our feature set with the help of user behavioral features [36] used in other related work to detect online opinion spam. We combine our features with this feature set to further evaluate the importance of respective social interaction features. The user behavior features include the maximum number of reviews written by a user in a day, indicating the user activity on the website. This feature set also considers the sentiment with which review was written, categorizing the sentiment in positive and negative classes. These features are specific to the user's activity on Yelp website, the social interaction features help us derive the characteristics specific to the user while on the other hand user behavior features allow us to explore the manner in which the user interacts with Yelp's platform. Another way for the user to interact with the platform is the rating distribution, which allows us to statistically estimate the ratings given by the user to various reviews along with the time in between a user was active on Yelp and the total number of tips he/she has given related to businesses for other users to refer to and take corresponding action.
Neural networks: an overview
Neural networks are an inherent part of our experiment. Before we go into the details of the results we obtained, let us first have a simple overview of what a neural network is. This section focuses on providing a brief introduction to neural networks and the algorithm we use for training. We believe that discussing about the specifics of the algorithm is important before we move on to the discussion of results.
A neural network comprises of multiple nodes connected with each other, each node representing the activation function, the sigmoid function in our case. Let w 1 = w
T be the weight vector to the input layer, considering the sigmoid function as g(z) the outputs at the first layer would be computed as follows [5, 9, 15] : Now these outputs a 1i ′ s will be the input to the hidden layer, the integration function for these outputs at any node is summation function, that is any node in the hidden layer would first compute the sum of all the inputs and then compute the respective output using sigmoid function. The computation is represented using the following equations:
For the hidden layer the weight vector is represented by
The k in w (k) ij represents the layer to which this set of weights is provided and in this case it's layer 2. These outputs now propagate to the last layer of the neural network architecture under consideration and this layer generates the probability vector for the given input.
For this layer the weight w 3 = w 
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The above set of equations represent a procedure called as forward propagation, the name originates from the fact that at every layer the output is sent to the next layer for computation. This computation would occur with some initial set of weights at first to provide us with the predicted outcome on a particular set of inputs. The training of the neural network begins after these equations are computed, wherein the weights are adjusted simultaneously to work with the given set of inputs.
Training the neural network
For computing the correct set of weights for a given set of inputs, backpropagation algorithm [14, 40] is used. Before we jump to the details of this algorithm, let us first discuss about measuring the error.
Let's say that the label or the actual outcome given the set of inputs is y. And the output obtained from the neural network is z. The error would be calculated using the equation, This error would be computed for every single layer in the network and using this very error the weights would be adjusted to the given set of inputs. Let us have a look at the pseudocode for the backpropagation algorithm.
Thus, the neural network calculates its weights in an iterative manner. It updates the weights in every iteration based on the error calculated for that iteration. This is a very basic algorithm for curve fitting, which has the intuition of improving by error. This algorithm first predicts the values, checks for the error and then tries to optimize the prediction. This optimization is carried out in such a way that the error is minimized. The learning rate is a very important parameter for the algorithm to converge, and we have used a value of "0.01" for the same purpose. The intuition behind this learning rate was to pick a value which is not too big nor too small for the weights to converge to the optimal solution. The important factor in this research was the value of the feature set,
rather than the parameters used to fine tune the neural network algorithm. It is indeed important to have an optimal model, but it was even more important to have a feature set which captures fraud from a user-specific perspective. And in this work, we managed to fine tune the neural network with minimal adjustments and discovered the feature set which can capture fraud through a user's perspective.
Evaluation
For the purpose of our experiment, we trained the neural network on various combinations of feature sets with the data we gathered. This model was then used to determine fraudulent users. The aim of this experiment was to analyze the significance of the social interaction features when it comes to fraud detection. This analysis was carried out on the basis of precision, recall and F1 score obtained by training and testing the neural network model on these feature set combinations. We observe a relatively smaller contribution to fraud detection using these social interaction features when combined with user behavior features. But when the neural network is trained using only social interactive features, we notice performance very similar to the one obtained using only user behavior features. This result shows that user social interaction features standalone prove to be an excellent way to detect opinion fraud, and can be used for analyzing it.
Dataset description
The data set for this study was collected from Yelp.com using a web crawler based on Jsoup [13] . The crawler starts with the Yelp homepage and it follows all the links present on that page, determining whether it is a user page or a business page and parsing it further along the lines to store the data in MySQL database. For the purpose of our experiments we took a subset of this dataset into consideration which consists of 135,413 reviews, out of which 103,020 were recommended reviews and 32,393 not-recommended reviews. These reviews were written by 66,936 unique users, consisting of 61,083 users are genuine users and 5853 are fake users. The data contains some missing values for features and it is also possible that a user who wrote a review for a business has discontinued using Yelp or Yelp has terminated the user account for violating the code of conduct. The values are filled in with null and default values for respective features, along with some parsing in the textual data that was collected from the website. There is no guarantee that a user is going to follow all the conventions of ASCII standard, but for considering the same information for our computation we need the encoding to be in a specific format. The neural network algorithm expects the data to have the features specific to the user/reviewer, further more we have created 6 combinations of all the features that we collected.
Yelp developed a filtering algorithm that determines whether a review is to be published or not based on its credibility. The algorithm is used to flag suspicious reviews and to filter those from the main Yelp page. Roughly 16% of restaurant reviews are filtered by Yelp. Recent study by Luca and Zervas has estimated the evidence of review fraud and the conditions under which it is most prevalent. They assembled two complementary datasets from Yelp and provided empirical support for using filtered reviews as a proxy for review frauds [27] . We have grouped collected review datasets into reviews by the recommended review group (non-spam) and reviews by the fake review group (filtered).
In addition to grouping reviews, we also grouped reviewers in the Yelp dataset into the same two groups according to whether the reviews were considered to be recommended or fake. Simply, if Yelp's filter marked a review as not-recommended, that becomes a label for us associated to the particular reviewer as fake and vice-versa . Figure 2 represents the cumulative distributive function for the user interaction features that we consider for our experiments. Each of the subplots represents the cumulative frequency for the % of users having that exact feature value under the categories that we have considered. 
Experimental results
We cover the results obtained by experimenting with the neural network algorithm with our various combinations of the features. We record the accuracy, precision, recall, specificity and F 1 score for each of the experiments we conduct and compare these results to evaluate the particular feature set that we considered as well as determine feature importance.
The experimental results show that there is some improvement in the performance of the neural network algorithm as we add on user interaction features. A neural network behaves much in similarity with how our brain thinks and perceives information, it is an imitation of that behavior, the way in which we might derive better conclusions towards a subject based on better information or more relevant information, the neural network too will. However, we also conducted an experiment by training the neural network only with the social interaction features. And the results obtained from it are equivalent to the ones we obtain using user behavioral features. This could only indicate that the neural network is able to discern a relationship between the social interaction features and opinion fraud. An accuracy of 91.5% is a very good start and it is very much possible that it might improve with further research on it.
The table shows the results we obtained through the neural network on the subset of data which we considered. This table summarizes the results on 6 feature sets, wherein feature set 1 is the user behavioral features shown in Table 1 . And we add one by one user interaction features shown in Table 2 to this feature set for obtaining the further feature sets. Incrementally adding such features gives us a chance to look at the individual feature importance. It also gives us an idea of what the impact is on overall performance of the algorithm. The state of the art works in this field can very possibly be identified as FraudEagle [1] and SpEagle [36] but both of them are unsupervised models, a comparison between our approach and these frameworks would mean comparing
Table 1 User behavioral features

Feature Description
Maximum number of reviews by the user Maximum number of reviews written in a day
Positive review ratio Ratio of positive reviews (4-5 star)
Negative review ratio Ratio of negative reviews (1-2 star)
User burstiness Captures the burstiness related to the age of a user, defined as the number of days between their first and the last review Average rating distribution The rating distribution available on the users profile Entropy of rating distribution Entropy of rating distribution of users (products) reviews
Entropy of temporal gaps Entropy of temporal gaps
Total review count The total number of reviews a user has written Tips The total number of tips a user has given on Yelp Table 2 User social interaction features
Feature Description
Friend count The total number of friends a user has on Yelp
Total photo count The total number of photos a user posted on Yelp
Compliments
The total number of compliments a user has received Followers The total number of followers a user has Total useful, funny and cool votes The total useful, funny and cool votes a user has received for all the reviews unsupervised learning with supervised learning. However, our focus is the social interactive behavior feature set and that is what we have evaluated with the neural network algorithm. Let us go over every measure that we record:
-Precision: Precision provides information of correctly predicted positive samples from the total number or positive predicted samples. Defining properly, it would be the ratio of true positives over the total number of positives that the classifier predicted. The precision increases as we add friend count and total photo count but it decreases by a significant amount when we sum up all the feature sets. -Recall: Recall indicates the ratio of the true examples found from the predicted positive examples, that is out of n positive examples how many positive examples were found. Unlike precision, the recall does not have that big of a difference when all the feature sets are added, only a difference of 0.0058 is observed. -Specificity: Specificity gives us an idea of the total number of negative samples being classified as negative by the classifier. Specificity goes to an all time low of 0.06 as compared to the user behavioral features which is 0.09. -Accuracy: This measure is just the ratio of correctly predicted samples but does not
give sufficient insight when the data is not in a good balance. That is, when the number of positive samples and negative samples in the data set do not match. The accuracy follows a similar trend as the precision with the addition of new features. -F 1 score: The F 1 score can be interpreted as a weighted average of the precision and recall and gives us a better idea of how well the model is, overall. When we increment the basic feature set with friend count, total photo count and compliments the performance improves by 0.06% but on the other hand when the number of followers and the total number of votes are added to the feature set, the performance degrades.
As shown in the Table 3 , the results we obtained provide improvement on a minute scale with the features that we add to the user behavioral feature set. The feature set, social interaction feature set that we propose can obtain a decent accuracy on detecting opinion spam. Though, these results aren't as good as user behavioral features, they significantly help the neural network distinguish user characteristics of being fake or genuine. And as the results endorse, a combination with friend count and photo count boosts up the over all performance with user behavioral features. Another observation that we would like to point out is, while preparing the results we trained the neural network with various sizes of training sets. Certainly, the data was biased with a smaller number of reviews, say 10,000. The number of fake reviews or "not-recommended" reviews for a business is less than the number of "recommended" or legitimate reviews for a majority of the businesses from the gathered data. The time taken by the neural network for training on each of these feature sets was approximately the same, as the number of records weren't altered. A reason for this was the focus on evaluating our feature set against the same data, only then we can make a comparison between two feature sets or a set of different feature sets.
Feature importance
For obtaining importance of every single feature that we consider in our experiment, we evaluated the entire feature set with a bag of decision trees and gathered the error in prediction with respect to the over all performance of the classifier. From the results we obtain the following order for feature importance: This order suggests a weight for every particular feature, the higher the weight the more important a feature is. Some of the features mentioned in the above comparison are features from the feature set used by Rayana and Akoglu [36] . Not all of the features considered by them are included in our set.
A strange discrepancy which we observed from these results is the decrease in the performance when the total vote count is added to the feature set. It is strange because upon implementing feature importance through a decision tree, the total number of votes do carry a higher importance than many other features that we have. Now, one might assume that because of that importance, it will improve the performance of the neural network upon being added into computation but the experimental results show a decrease in the F 1 score and precision.
Discussion
As we already know Supervised learning has many advantages over unsupervised learning because of the presence of labels, and that is clearly visible from our framework's performance and the performance of frameworks such as FraudEagle [1] and SpEagle [36] . But the ground truth remains the same, it is not possible to find accurate labels for all kinds of data easily from the Internet or easily from nature to conduct experiments on. The performance of neural network algorithm is exceptionally good when it comes to deriving patterns from the data, a reason being its variants used for facial recognition applications. It is quite common that a lot of features are used with neural network models, however, it is not uncommon for the neural network to work with any number of features. The main importance of the neural network lies in determining the pattern from the data, and the number of features just serve a purpose for the non-linearity of the pattern. In this paper, we took up the intuition that humans can spot fake behavior in social interaction quite well and hence an algorithm which imitates the human brain to some extent should be able to do the same.
The proposed feature set is again the unique contribution of our work. The first reason being, almost all the work in fraud detection is focused on determining which data points belong to fraud and which ones don't. We took up a different approach, one to determine the characteristics that lead towards fraudulent behavior. The reason being, that we want to solve a much larger problem. Not only do we wish to identify fraud from various features but we want to find the various incentives, and hints the reviewer leaves when (s)he is committing fraud. One of the most important reasons that we selected the social interactive behavior feature set is the goal to identify these characteristics. It is also hoped that, once such characteristics are identified, certain measures can be taken to prevent the user from indulging in fraudulent activities.
Online review fraud is a crucial problem which can be addressed using many view points from many other applications, such as the one with convolutional neural networks. It may be a good idea to derive some relationship between the business name or specific type of the restaurant from the review text. For example, there can be some relationship between a review posted for a Sushi restaurant and the name which might be something related to Sushi, or all in all once a restaurant is categorized as such there can be a relationship of relevance of the review to the name/type of the restaurant. This relevance can again prove to be a measure in classifying reviews.
Another approach to look at this problem might be from the area of recommendation systems, with developing models that replicate the behavior of each and every user present on the system and the models' predicted values can be compared with the actual values of ratings on every single new review that a user writes, to determine the truthfulness of that particular rating. Models such as these would be able to imitate a user's personality well and it is possible to flag suspicious behavior when a user diverges too much from his/her interests and reviews a restaurant which might not be listed under the restaurants that the user may want to visit.
Various viewpoints would allow us to actually deduce the digital personalities of users on almost any social network, based on the intricate feature set each social network presents us. The same feature set cannot be obtained from a social network such as facebook or Twitter, in the same way the feature set that one might obtain from facebook or Twitter is not similar to the one obtained from Yelp.
Conclusions
Our model for opinion spam detection uses social interaction behavior features and evaluates the importance of each feature with respect to fraudulent activities. The social interaction behavior features include number of friends, number of followers, number of photos, number of compliments, and number of votes received. With the opinion spam it is possible to identify the fraudulent users on the platform, in our case Yelp. We train a supervised model using neural network and backpropagation algorithm for classifying users and reviews as fraud and genuine. We first obtain the results using user behavior features and then incrementally evaluate the performance of the model by extending the feature set with features from social interaction. We also compare the performance by training the model on only user behavioral features and only user social interaction features. The performance of the model improves when we extend the user behavioral feature set. However, if we train the model with only social interaction features, the results thus obtained are significantly closer to the results from other standards such as user behavior features. Basically, the neural network is able to derive a relationship from user specific characteristics between the user and opinion fraud. These characteristics are captured in the social interaction features.
Our efforts in this work were focused upon the user specific perspective of fraud. The neural network algorithm certainly proved to be a beneficial choice with the learning rate we used. However, much of the efforts were put into carefully devising the feature set. It is what we identify as the novel perspective towards Opinion Spam. The machine learning algorithm too, can be improved from what we trained. There are various methods and parameters which one could apply to do so. However, the focus and scope of our research is the social interaction feature set.
We observe that for a platform such as Yelp it is not possible to gain a similar behavioral insight as one might obtain from Twitter or Facebook user information. The traits which can be determined from the data publicly available are limited because of Yelp's nature as a platform. However, it provides information on the business, review and user scale which interrelates well to provide a certain depth in fraud analysis. Another limitation one might consider is that the number of genuine reviews as compared to the number of fraudulent reviews is much greater resulting into over-fitting or misclassification. Considering a limited number of the recommended reviews might be a way to balance out the ratio. Also, there is a group of users on Yelp containing more friends and having more votes than 50% of the remaining Yelp users combined, these users might become outliers if not handled with proper normalization of the features and affect the overall genuineness of a user.
We also observe that the results suffer to some extent because of the data being biased towards recommended reviews. The number of not-recommended users is always going to be less than the number of recommended users when it comes to opinion spam, regardless of the number of businesses that we consider for our experiment. However, in an ideal scenario where we have equal number of recommended and not recommended users, or a nearly equal number, one might observe a completely different result than what we recorded. For the case study we consider, we discover a unique feature set that captures the user characteristics facilitating fraud detection to a great extent. Abbreviation SDN: : software defined networks.
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